We introduce a conceptual bridge between the previously unlinked fields of phylogenetics and mathematical spatial ecology, which enables the spatial parameters of an emerging epidemic to be directly estimated from sampled pathogen genome sequences. By using phylogenetic history to correct for spatial autocorrelation, we illustrate how a fundamental spatial variable, the diffusion coefficient, can be estimated using robust nonparametric statistics, and how heterogeneity in dispersal can be readily quantified. We apply this framework to the spread of the West Nile virus across North America, an important recent instance of spatial invasion by an emerging infectious disease. We demonstrate that the dispersal of West Nile virus is greater and far more variable than previously measured, such that its dissemination was critically determined by rare, long-range movements that are unlikely to be discerned during field observations. Our results indicate that, by ignoring this heterogeneity, previous models of the epidemic have substantially overestimated its basic reproductive number. More generally, our approach demonstrates that easily obtainable genetic data can be used to measure the spatial dynamics of natural populations that are otherwise difficult or costly to quantify.
phylogeny | phylogeography | transmission T he explanation of spatial patterns of infectious disease, particularly those of emerging pathogens, has remained a central problem of epidemiology since its inception (1) . The existence and nature of traveling waves of infection were first explained in theoretical models (2, 3) and later quantified in empirical studies of rabies and the Black Death (4, 5) . These and other studies highlighted the fundamental problem of spatial autocorrelation: observations of infection are statistically dependent due to transmission among proximate individuals, greatly complicating the analysis of spatiotemporal incidence. Consequently, many recent analyses of spatial epidemic behavior use detailed mathematical models of spatial structure to account for autocorrelation (6) . Entirely independently, in the field of evolutionary biology there has developed a separate body of work, now termed phylogeography, which focuses on reconstructing past movement events from the genome sequences of sampled organisms (7) (8) (9) (10) . However, these evolutionary tools typically generate descriptive results that, though informative, remain divorced from epidemiological theory. Crucially neither approach can be considered complete when applied to rapidly evolving viruses, whose spatial, epidemic, and evolutionary dynamics occur on the same timescale (11) , necessitating the development of methods that consider all these processes together.
Here we introduce a unique approach that integrates the disciplines of spatial epidemiology and phylogenetics. To illustrate the utility of this approach, we show how, from pathogen genomes alone, it can estimate the diffusion coefficient (D) of an epidemic as well as variation in the process of spatial spread. D is a fundamental ecological measure of the intrinsic diffusivity of infected individuals, reflecting the area that an infected host will explore per unit time (not to be confused with the area covered by the whole epidemic). It is derived from simple reaction-diffusion models of spatial spread and, together with R 0 , determines the wavefront velocity of an epidemic invasion (4, 5) . Despite its theoretical importance, D is exceptionally difficult to estimate in nature and rarely reported; its estimation usually requires tracking the movements of a large number of infected hosts by mark/recapture or telemetry (5, 12) . As well as being time-consuming, this approach will fail to adequately capture spatial dynamics when dispersal behavior is highly variable among individuals. Alternatively, D can be inferred indirectly via its theoretical relationship to an epidemic's observed wavefront velocity (4, 13, 14) ; however, this requires R 0 and other transmission parameters to be known without error.
We apply our approach to the invasion of North America by the West Nile virus (WNV), an important recent example of viral spatial emergence. WNV is a mosquito-borne RNA virus whose primary host is birds, and was first detected in the United States in New York City in August 1999. The American epidemic resulted from the introduction of a single highly pathogenic lineage (15) and subsequently contributed to the decline of several North American bird species (16) . Transmission from mosquitoes to humans has caused >1,200 deaths in the United States (17) , although human cases are not thought to contribute to onward infection. Comprehensive records of WNV incidence in the United States demonstrate an apparent westward wave of infection that reached the country's west coast by 2004 (17) , representing a mean epidemic wavefront velocity of ∼1,000 km/y during invasion. However, incidence data alone cannot determine whether the invasion resulted primarily from local, short movements of hosts and vectors, or whether east/west spread was interrupted by long-distance bird migration movements to poorly sampled tropical locations (18, 19) . Despite a plethora of mathematical models, many of which consider the transmission mechanisms of WNV in great detail (13, 14, 20, 21) , models of This article is a PNAS Direct Submission.
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This article contains supporting information online at www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10. 1073/pnas.1206598109/-/DCSupplemental. the epidemic's spatial dynamics have been explored only theoretically (22) or at very local scales (23, 24) , and values reported for the basic reproductive number, R 0 , of the epidemic vary widely (14, 21, 25) . Most phylogenetic studies have revealed little about the epidemic's spatial structure due to the limited diversity of the subgenomic sequences typically used (26) .
Linking Phylogeography and Spatial Ecology
This section explains how evolutionary analyses of viral spread can be formally linked with spatial ecology, enabling the estimation of spatial epidemiological variables from genomic data. The approach is based on the application of a simple yet powerful idea: phylogenies reconstructed from spatial epidemics are branching structures that record the correlated histories of transmission among sampled infections ( Fig. 1 A and B) , hence the phylogeny of an epidemic can be used to correct for spatial autocorrelation. More specifically, if the dates and locations of all phylogenetic nodes are known or posited, then each phylogeny branch represents a conditionally independent trajectory of viral movement, defined by a start location, end location, and duration (27) (Fig. 1 A and B) . Independence is conditional on the date and location values proposed for each node; any estimation or measurement uncertainty in these can be readily incorporated by marginalization. Consequently, the spatial dynamics of an epidemic can be quantified using simple, nonparametric statistics of these displacements. This approach is analogous to that used by phylogenetic comparative methods, which convert correlated species trait values into independent observations amenable to statistical tests (28) .
Although many statistics of spatial dynamics could be calculated using this framework, we introduce the approach by estimating the diffusion coefficient, D, without an explicit model of spatial autocorrelation. Given a set of n movement observations (phylogeny branches) whose durations and start and end locations are specified, D can be estimated using
where t i denotes the duration in years of branch i, during which the lineage has moved d i km away from its start position in two dimensions (5, 12) ( Fig. 1 A and B) . This estimator follows the classical relationship between D and mean square displacement (29) and has been previously used to estimate the diffusivity of intentionally released rabid foxes that were subsequently tracked via telemetry (5) .
Estimates of the dates and locations of internal phylogenetic nodes (ancestral infections; Fig. 1 ) can be readily obtained using current phylogeographic and molecular clock techniques (10) . In our WNV analysis we infer the longitude and latitude of internal nodes using a 2D anisotropic random walk (Materials and Methods). The marginal posterior probability densities of these locations (and of D) can be estimated using standard Bayesian Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) techniques; hence our procedure fully incorporates statistical uncertainty (10) . Sequences sampled from the epidemic are assumed to have a single common ancestor (no recombination or introgression). Although there must be sufficient temporal information to reliably estimate the timescale of the phylogeny, the approach does not necessitate the assumption of neutral sequence evolution.
We note two key benefits of this approach: first, it will be applicable to a broad range of situations because the inference of ancestral locations is separated from the estimation of D (or other spatial variable); for each application, the most statistically appropriate model for inferring the former can be chosen. Second, the approach extends readily to more realistic, heterogeneous dispersal processes. Specifically, in this study, we use a flexible relaxed random walk that allows the rate of dispersal to vary among phylogeny branches according to some probability distribution, while constraining it to be constant along each branch (Materials and Methods). As a result, we can directly measure heterogeneity in The phylogeny resulting from the spatial infection process in A. Colored lines in B show the duration t i of each lineage. Diffusivity can be inferred by combining the information in A and B. Diffusivity is low for lineages with long and winding paths that do not lead far (e.g., green), and is high for lineages that quickly move large distances (e.g., purple). (C) Maximum clade credibility phylogeny of the North American WNV epidemic, estimated from whole genomes under the best-fitting dispersal model (Table 1) . Posterior probabilities of branching events are indicated by red (P > 0.95) and yellow (P > 0.85) circles. Blue bars show the 95% HPD credible intervals of the estimated dates of well-supported nodes. See Fig. S1 for full annotation.
epidemic spread (and in D) by evaluating the variability of dispersal paths among phylogeny branches.
Results
The commonly sequenced WNV E gene contains insufficient genetic variation to resolve the phylogeography of the North American epidemic in detail (26) (Table S1 ), was analyzed using the framework introduced above.
To infer the locations of ancestral infections, we used a variety of random walk models, all of which accurately recovered the epidemic's temporal and geographic origin (Table 1) . However, the homogeneous model (no dispersal rate variation) was very strongly rejected in favor of heterogeneous models that permitted significant variability among lineages (Table 1) and provided more precise estimates of spatial parameters. The phylogeographic structure of WNV we obtain (Fig. 1C and Fig. S1 ) is congruent with that obtained previously using subgenomic sequences (26, 30) while providing additional resolution and dates of lineage movement. In addition to discriminating the previously defined NY99 and WN02 lineages (30) , our data reveal structure in sequences sampled from western areas: the majority of Californian sequences cluster together with basal lineages from Texas [defined as clade "D" in Gray et al. (26)]. All Mexican sequences cluster together ("F") as do some sequences from the southwest ("G").
When projected through space and time ( Fig. 2 and Movie S1), this phylogeny shows a westward dissemination of WNV lineages that matches the observed spatiotemporal incidence of WNV (17) . Of particular note are a handful of viral lineages that exhibit atypically rapid and long-distance travel. Lineages that move north to south along the Atlantic coast (reaching Florida by 2000) and along the Rocky Mountains are consistent with bird migration corridors bounded by geographic barriers (18) . Interestingly, once WNV lineages reach the eastern boundary of the Rocky Mountains, in 2001, further westward movement appears to stall (Movie S1), possibly reflecting the impediment to migration imposed by high elevations.
A key parameter of any spatial epidemic is its wavefront velocity. If we assume no variation in dispersal rates, then, as theory predicts (12) Fig. 3A ). However, under our best-fitting heterogeneous model (Table 1) , we observe an accelerating invasion: from 1999 to 2003 the origin-to-wavefront distance doubled every 0.8 y on average (Fig. 3B) . This acceleration rate, estimated solely from viral genomic data, is almost identical to that independently estimated from large-scale patterns of spatiotemporal WNV incidence (31) . Such acceleration is theoretically predicted to occur when there is high variance in dispersal among infected hosts-specifically, when the dispersal kernel is positively skewed and "fat-tailed" (32) . This result implies a WNV wavefront with a long leading edge, explaining the discontinuous spread of infection into new areas.
We report empirical estimates of the diffusion coefficient, D, of the WNV epidemic, and we further quantify variability in its spatial spread (Fig. 3 C and D) . Mean D under homogenous diffusion is estimated to be ∼200 km 2 /d. However, the best-fitting heterogeneous model indicates that WNV's spatial spread is both extraordinarily variable (coefficient of variation of D among branches ∼4-8) and, on average, highly diffusive (mean D ∼1,000 km 2 /d; Fig. 3D ). This exceptional mean diffusivity exceeds that estimated for the historical spread of Black Death throughout Europe (4) (∼70 km 2 /d) and can only be explained if some phylogeny branches represent long-distance colinear displacements (e.g., a branch representing 1,000 km unidirectional travel over 25 d would correspond to D = 10,000 km 2 /d). The existence of a few rapid, long-range movements also explains the strong correlation between the mean and variation of D among branches (Fig. 3D) . The remaining less-diffusive lineages likely represent local transmission among hosts and vectors as they move within their typical home ranges.
Discussion
We introduce a conceptual link between phylogeny and spatial ecology and demonstrate that the large-scale dynamics of biological invasions can be quantified from easily sampled and increasingly inexpensive sets of genetic data. Our framework provides a practical method for estimating the diffusion coefficient of a spatial outbreak and for measuring the variability among hosts in spatial spread. Despite being rarely reported, diffusion coefficients are practically and theoretically valuable because they quantify the intrinsic diffusivities of epidemics, analogous to the manner in which R 0 summarizes intrinsic transmission potential. Our approach will be most applicable to vector-borne viruses and to viral epizootics and epiphytotics, and is also suitable for newly emergent pathogens. Once a new pathogen has been identified, retrospective screening of available archived sera could generate a set of pathogen genomes, from which the spatial dynamics of the outbreak before its date of discovery can be inferred. Our WNV analysis shows that the epidemic cannot be adequately described by homogeneous dispersal, and instead was critically shaped by high variation in dissemination of infected hosts. The importance of such heterogeneity in determining the dynamics of spatial invasions is increasingly recognized (24, 33) . Bird migrations are the most likely source of rapid, long-distance WNV movements, yet their role in the spread of WNV has been questioned (19) , and our current data cannot exclude the possibility of anthropogenic transport of infected hosts or vectors. However, a key benefit of our framework is that long-range viral movements (by whatever mechanism) will leave a detectable phylogenetic footprint even when such events are too rare to be feasibly detected by direct observation. Our results demonstrate that many current mathematical models of North American WNV (13, 14) that have assumed homogenous diffusion are unrealistic, despite their use of complex transmission structures. Such studies have typically modeled host dispersal using data on the short-term home-range movements of birds, which exhibit low mean diffusion coefficients of D < 14 km 2 /d. By ignoring the substantial variability in WNV dispersal we have uncovered, these models significantly overestimate the R 0 of the epidemic (e.g., R 0 > 25) (14, 21). We do not need to assume an exceptionally transmissible pathogen in a weakly diffusive host to explain the observed wavefront velocity of ∼1,000 km/y. Instead, the invasion behavior of WNV is best explained by a pathogen with a lower mean R 0 that transmits among hosts whose dispersal is very variable. Despite capturing the broad-scale spatial dynamics of the WNV invasion of North America, our spatial sampling is not comprehensive and precludes more detailed inferences-for example, whether elliptical migration and central American/Caribbean bird populations were important to WNV dissemination (18, 19) . However, our main conclusions are robust to the absence of data from the tropics, because if such movements were common, then estimates of D and its variability would be even greater than those presented here. Migratory movements might explain viral reintroduction into previously colonized locations, e.g., lineages moving northeastward in 2002. More specific hypotheses could be addressed within our framework as further data (including genomes from the tropics) become available. Higher-resolution sampling would also allow the application of more complex spatial processes (e.g., Lévy flights or advection-diffusion models). The genomes of rapidly evolving pathogens are already used to estimate the date of origin and R 0 of emerging epidemics (34), most recently for pandemic H1N1/09 influenza (35) . The methods introduced here could similarly enable the rate, direction, and mode of spatial spread of future emergent viruses to be inferred from genetic data. Such methods also open the door for the development of future approaches that could potentially jointly estimate R 0 and D from sampled pathogen genomes (9); however, any such approach will require a much better understanding of the effects on lineage coalescence of nonequilibrium spatial dynamics. Further, the connection between phylogeny and spatial autocorrelation exploited here could be applied to other problems in spatial ecology, such as the control of invasive species, provided that suitably diverse genetic markers for the species in question are available.
Materials and Methods
Human Samples. Only four WNV complete genomes available at the time of study were sampled after 2004. To characterize more recent isolates (and thus estimate a reliable molecular clock) we obtained 17 infected human plasma samples detected during blood donor screening at blood centers across the United States (36) . The isolates reported here were sampled during [2003] [2004] [2005] [2006] [2007] (Table S1 ). This study was approved by the University of California San Francisco Committee on Human Research and informed consent was obtained.
RT-PCR and Genome Sequencing. WNV genomes were amplified and sequenced in four fragments. Briefly, total RNA was extracted from plasma using the QIAamp Viral RNA Mini Kit (Qiagen) and eluted in 50 mL of elution buffer in the presence of 40 U Protector RNase inhibitor (Roche). First-strand cDNA synthesis was initiated using 12.5 mL of RNA and 0.5 mg of primer R1, R2, R3, or R4a (37) and 400 U of murine leukemia virus reverse transcriptase (Promega). For amplification of each portion of the genome, a nested PCR was performed using 5 mL each of cDNA and TaKaRa Ex Taq DNA polymerase (TaKaRa Bio). Primer sequences and PCR cycling conditions were identical to those in Herring et al. (37) . A single 2.8-to 3.2-kb band was detected on 0.8% agarose gel. PCR products were purified with QIAquick PCR (Qiagen) and sequenced using previously reported primers (37) and the BigDye Kit on an ABI3700 capillary sequencer. After manual editing, sequences were assembled using SeqMan (GenBank accession nos. GQ507468-GQ507484). Sequence collation and annotation. All available North American WNV nearcomplete genome sequences were obtained from GenBank, one of which (DQ211652) was a duplicate of AF202541 and removed; these were added to our genomes, resulting in a final data set comprising 104 genomes, 11,029 nt long. Sequences were codon aligned by hand. Host species, sampling date, and location of each sequence were obtained from the literature or provided by previous authors. ZIP code locations were converted into latitude and longitude coordinates using ZIPList5. For 27 sequences, only the US or Mexican state was known; the latitude and longitude of these was defined as the geographic centroid of the state. If only the year of sampling was known, then the sampling date was defined as the midpoint of the year (Table S1) . Model selection analyses. Model selection analyses were first undertaken to select a statistically appropriate evolutionary model (Table S2) . Eight model combinations were explored, representing all permutations of (i) the Hasegawa-Kishino-Yano (HKY) vs. general time-reversible (GTR) substitution model, (ii) incorporation vs. omission of a Γ distribution of among-site rate heterogeneity, and (iii) strict molecular clock vs. an uncorrelated lognormal relaxed molecular clock (38) . For each model, parameters were estimated using the Bayesian MCMC approach implemented in BEAST alongside a Bayesian skyline coalescent model (39) . Other coalescent models were investigated but performed poorly. MCMC chains were run for 50 million states, sampled every 5,000 states. MCMC convergence was evaluated using Tracer 1.5 (http://beast.bio.ed.ac.uk). The performance of each combination was compared using Bayes factors (40) . Estimated evolutionary rates and divergence times were almost identical among models. The best-fitting model was GTR + Γ with a lognormal relaxed molecular clock (Table S2) , and was thus used in subsequent analyses. Relaxed random-walk models. We extended the phylogeographic approach in BEAST 1.7 (10) and used the BEAGLE library to accelerate computation (41) . Movement in two dimensions was modeled as a scaled-mixture generalization of a Brownian motion process (SI Text). This model is motivated by formal Lévy flight models while not strictly enforcing dispersal kernels with power-law tails. Realized dispersal path lengths were corrected for the Earth's curvature using great circle distances. As in Lemey et al. (10) , diffusion rate variation was implemented by rescaling the diffusion process along each phylogeny branch, with the scalars for each being drawn from The three contours show, in shades of decreasing darkness, the 50%, 75%, and 95% HPD regions via kernel density estimation. a specified distribution: these scaled mixtures generate a wide range of relaxed random walks. We evaluated different probability distributions (Cauchy, gamma, lognormal) to accommodate among-branch diffusion rate variation and compared their fit to a homogeneous process. To aid computation, we developed unique analytical solutions to the marginalization of unobserved multivariate traits at internal nodes under relaxed randomwalk models (SI Text). Methods are implemented in BEAST 1.7 (source code available from http://beast-mcmc.googlecode.com). Postprocessing and visualization. MCMC chains were run for 250 million states, sampled every 50,000 states. The posterior distribution of phylogenies was summarized using maximum clade credibility (MCC) trees in TreeAnnotator. MCC trees and 95% highest posterior density (HPD) contours were visualized using SPREAD (42) . Various statistics (e.g., the wavefront velocity) were extracted from the posterior distribution by sampling each rooted phylogeny at multiple time points and summarizing the resulting distributions.
